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FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Melle M
2 reviews

I’ve been seeing Lisa for about six years. She has changed 
my life! My eyebrows are naturally thin and patchy, but Lisa 
achieved the exact shape and colour I wanted. No more 
pencils/powder required, it’s so amazing to wake up with 
‘done’ eyebrows every day! 😍 I was initially really nervous 
about the procedure/result, but Lisa always takes her time to 
get it just right. After being so happy with my brows, I also 
had my lips outlined for better definition. The effect is natural 
and subtle, but definitely noticeable. Thank you Lisa!!

Aisling Ying
8 reviews

info@lisamillington.com.au

I am really happy with my experience having my top liner 
tattooed by Lisa Millington, as I previously had a bad 
experience with lash line tattoos in China that was very 
painful and left my liners uneven and ugly, I was reluctant to 
get my eyeliner tattooed again. Lisa was friendly and patient 
and my procedure was not as painful as my previous 
experience at all and my bad eyeliner were over ridden by a 
set of brand new beautiful liners. And at a really reasonable 
price of $450, I am so happy.

Sach Ganvir
3 reviews

Lisa and Art are thorough professionals. I would highly 
recommend anyone looking for a scalp micro-pigmentation to 
their studio. I’m extremely happy with the service they 
provided me. And would definitely go back to them in future if 
I need anything else. Keep up the great work Lisa and Art. 
Thank you

Nefertiti Tan And Brow Studio Nefertiti
4 reviews

I have recently completed a graduates course at Precision 
SMP in Scalp MicroPigmentation. Lisa was very welcoming 
and very thorough with her knowledge in the industry which 
made the time their so enjoyable. I would highly recommend 
this training academy.

herman felise
1 review

Where do I start, Lisa and her team have been amazing 
during my SMP course, I’ve always felt comfortable and 
confident with her being around. Now being a qualified SMP 
artist I can honestly say I have enjoyed every moment there 
with absolute no regrets ! :)

Elham Osman
2 reviews

Had an amazing experience here! Lisa and her team are so 
lovely and welcoming. My eyebrows look amazing best thing I 
ever did and love them so much.

Julie Wheeler
3 reviews

I absolutely love my new eyebrows. Lisa was amazing! I tried 
several cosmetic tattoo artists and Lisa assured me that she'd 
make sure I was happy. She was very patient with me and 
tweaked until I was happy. I've had so many positive 
comments - "I look younger", "Can I study them? They're 
beautiful!", etc. I highly recommend this studio. Thank you so 
much Lisa! This is the best thing I've done for myself. 😀

Paige Purcell
1 review

Lisa is absolutely AMAZING at what she does, her attention 
to detail is second to none, such a perfectionist and makes 
sure you’re completely happy with your brows before you 
walk out. I couldn’t believe the transformation before and 
after. Will be returning a million times, cannot put a price on 
quality work. Thanks again Lisa you’re a superstar!!

Tash Schmidt
2 reviews

I had my brows tattooed by lisa for the first time in 2018 she 
was absolutely amazing, she drew my shape on and check 
with me every step of they way if it was what I wanted, her 
detail in her work is truely amazing 😍 she’s very friendly and 
makes you feel so comfortable best experience ever thank 
you again Lisa

Pia-Monica Luansing
1 review

Lisa is amazing!! I have been to her twice so far and I see 
myself going back to her for years to come. Before I started 
seeing Lisa I had very thin brows and I never felt confident 
with no makeup. After the first session I ended up with touch 
natural looking brows that framed my face so well. It’s gave 
me such a confidence boost waking up to them all the time!

She is such a perfectionist. I always have full confidence in 
her work and know my eyebrows will come out looking 
amazing once they heal.

Josie El- Achkouti
3 reviews

I cannot recommend Lisa enough! I have had some 
advanced training with her and what i have learned from her 
in two days is more than i have learnt in the past with all my 
previous tattooists combined.Her professionalism 
,knowledge, and experience is second to none. Lisa also 
ombre tattooed my eyebrows and i will not let anyone else 
touch  them. Thank you Lisa i look forward to attending more 
of your classes.

Kaye D
1 review

I had my eyebrows tattooed by Lisa 7 years ago and was 
very happy with the results. I now live in Western Australia 
and I’ve waited until I could get back to Melbourne to see Lisa 
again as I’d never trust anyone else to do my brows. She 
gives advice in regards to shape and colour but listens to her 
clients concerns and ensures you’re completely happy before 
she goes ahead. 100% happy and I recommend her to 
anyone considering having their brows done, just do it!  😊
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